
HIRING: FRONT OF HOUSE & RECEPTION MANAGER 
For Bay Area Rainbow Symphony  

Title:  Front of House Manager 
 
Brief Description:  Oversees ticketing, concessions, and reception including staffing and implementation; 
interacts with tickets buyers. 
 
Why Important:  Manages ticketing, Box Office, Volunteer Coordinator and the Concessions/Reception 
Manager functions.  The FOH Manager ensures that the ticket issuance/cash sales run smoothly and that 
patrons have all the information they need to use the facility and attend the performance in their 
purchased seats.  The FOH Manager manages all ushering, concession and reception functions, including 
arranging tables, pouring wine, and wine sales. 
 
Manages the issuance and sale of tickets at the concert Box Office.  Ensures tickets are provided for will 
call customers.  Resolves seating issues related to tickets issuance.   
 
Skills Required:  Organizational and management skills, sales skills, basic math skills, ability to work with 
a broad scope of people, ability to work under pressure within short timeframes and changing priorities, 
ability to work with the public, ability to multi-task performing various functions simultaneously, tact 
and diplomacy.  
 
Resources Required:  
1.  Internet access to ticketing software, laptop and printer. Supplied by BARS: training in TIX software, 
Boca ticket printer, ticket stock, cash box. 
 
Other preferences: 
US Citizen  
Able to lift a 35 lb. container (for carrying reception supplies) 
Prefer over 21 (wine sales)  
 
Points of Contact: 
1.  Executive Director 
2.  Venue Manager 
3.  Concert Attendees 
4.  Volunteers 
 
 

DETAILS:  This is a part-time, paid independent contractor position. We do not provide insurance or 
other benefits.  We have 4 events per season and your attendance at each concert is required to 
operate the box office, etc. from approximately 5:30 pm-11 pm.  We usually perform at the SFCM, but 
sometimes at the War Memorial, Everett Middle School, or in a church suitable for performances such 
as Calvary or St. Mark’s.  Our dates for 2019-2020 are Sept 14, Nov 9, February 29 and June 13, all at 
SFCM.  Each set would take approximately 12 hours total, including prep and event time.  Position would 
pay $400 per set, but only apply if you can commit to the whole season.  If interested, email a short 
letter and resume to ExecDir@BARS-SF.ORG 
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